
Letter of Notification 
 A Letter of Notification is required for programmatic and organizational changes that do not require prior review by the Coordinating 
Board unless requested. The Letter of Notification with supporting documentation must be submitted to ADHE by the established 
deadlines. All changes in existing programs/units or requests for new programs/units may be approved by the ADHE Director for 
immediate implementation and must be included on the agenda of the next scheduled Coordinating Board meeting. This form sets forth 
the relevant criteria and compliance procedures for institutions submitting letters of notification. 

New or Existing Program Modification 
☐Title or CIP change ☐Joint Bachelor/Master’s degree (3+1 or 4+1 Program)

☐Program reconfiguration-program created out of closely allied existing program(s) *attach copy of “before and after” curriculum

☐Program curriculum revision or existing program offered online *attach copy of “before and after” curriculum

☐Establishment of administrative unit or reorganization of existing administrative unit *attach copy of “before and after” organization chart

☐New certificate program (e.g. certification of proficiency, technical certificate, or graduate certificate)
Before the Proposed Change After the Proposed Change or New Program 

Title of Old Program/Certificate  Degree Code  CIP Code Title of New 
Program/Certificate Degree CIP Code 

Attach a copy of the “before and after” curriculum, as applicable 

Program Deletion/Inactive or Reactivation 

 Reason for Proposed Action: 

Establishing a New Off-Campus Location 
☐New Off-Campus Location

Form Approval(s) 

Please save and email this form and supporting documents to: academic.affairs@adhe.edu 

☐Delete program(s)/option (s)/emphasis/track
☐Place program on “Inactive Status” list
☐Reactivation of program from inactive status

Degree  and CIP Code Intended Date of  Deletion/Inactivation MM/YY Program/Certificate/Option 

Signature Date

Contact Person/Title Contact Phone Number Contact Email Address 

Name of Provost/Chief Academic Officer 

President/Chancellor Approval Date

Board of Trustee Approval or 
Notification Date 

Institution:




Title or CIP change only  Joint Bachelor/Master Degree (3+1 or 4+1 Program)


Program reconfiguration -program created out of closely allied existing program(s)  *attach copy of “before and after” curriculum 


Program curriculum revision or Existing program offered Online *attach copy of “before and after” curriculum 


Establishment of administrative unit or reorganization of existing administrative unit *attach copy of “before and after” organization chart 


Creation of new certificate program (e.g. certificate/technical proficiency or graduate certificate) 


Before the Proposed Change After the Proposed Change 
Title of Old Program/


Certificate/Dept Degree Code CIP Code Title of Old Program/
Certificate/Dept Degree Code CIP Code 


Delete program(s)/options/emphasis/track 


Program placed on “Inactive Status” list


 Reactivation of program from inactive status 


Program/Certificate/Option Degree  and CIP Code Intended Date of Deletion/Inactivation 


MM/YY 


Reason for 
Proposed Action  


Name of Provost/Chief Academic Officer Signature Date 


Institution ____________________________________________________________________________________ 


DRAFT 


Letter of Notification


A Letter of Notification is required for programmatic and organizational changes that do not require prior review by the Coordinating Board unless requested.  The 
Letter of Notification with supporting documentation must be submitted to ADHE by the established deadlines.  All changes in existing programs/units or 
requests for new programs/units may be approved by the ADHE Director for immediate implementation and must be included on the agenda of the 
next scheduled Coordinating Board meeting.


This form sets forth the relevant criteria and compliance procedures for institutions submitting letters of notification.


Existing Certificate or Degree Program Offered at Off -Campus Location 


President/Chancellor Approval Date Board of Trustee Approval or Notification Date 


Contact Person/Title Contact Phone Number Contact Email Address 


Address of Off -Campus Location 


or New Program





		PUBLIC INDEPENDENT
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Attachment


Establishment of an Administrative Unit

Organizational Chart





Current Organizational Chart for Sam M. Walton College:













Revised Organizational Chart for Sam M. Walton College:
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	Joint BachelorMasters degree 31 or 41 Program: Off
	Title or CIP change: Off
	Program reconfigurationprogram created out of closely allied existing programs attach copy of before and after curriculum: Off
	Program curriculum revision or existing program offered online attach copy of before and after curriculum: Off
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	Title of Old ProgramCertificateRow1: 
	Degree CodeRow1: 
	CIP CodeRow1: 
	Delete programsoption semphasistrack: Off
	Place program on Inactive Status list: Off
	Reactivation of program from inactive status: Off
	New OffCampus Location: Off
	Enter address new location or address of closed location: 
	Sponsoring Institution: [University of Arkansas, Fayetteville]
	Reason for Proposed Changed: The Sam M. Walton College of Business wishes to establish the Department of Strategy, Entrepreneurship and Venture Innovation.  The current configuration of the Management Department—composed of Organizational Behavior/Human Resource Management (OB/HRM) and IESM faculty and programs—has served the Walton College well to this point in time. However, the scope of the department has grown over the years and there now are key differences in goals within the department. Although all goals have merit, they can be difficult to pursue simultaneously. Differences exist around undergraduate curriculum design, the value of entrepreneurship research, the prioritization of practice-based teaching approaches, the role of practice-based faculty, and the importance of community-embedded faculty experiences. We are not alone in experiencing goal-related differences within our Management Department; many peer and aspirant business schools have stand-alone entrepreneurship or entrepreneurship and strategy departments for similar reasons (e.g., University of Utah, University of Minnesota, University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma State University, MIT). Given these challenges, distinct IESM and OB/HRM programs could benefit Walton College stakeholders, including: the Northwest Arkansas (NWA) community; the State of Arkansas; the University of Arkansas and the Walton College; and students, faculty, and programs in the OB/HRM and IESM areas. Benefit to the NWA Community. The NWA community recognizes the critical importance of entrepreneurship to the future of the region. The economic vitality of NWA was built by a previous generation of entrepreneurs (Walton, Tyson, Hunt), but the maturation of these businesses necessitates that new and diverse ventures emerge. Established players in the region (e.g., the Northwest Arkansas Council, local Chambers of Commerce, local Fortune 100 companies, startup-supportive organizations, corporate and family foundations) are working in concert to develop a region that nurtures new venture development, and the Walton College should be a critical partner in these efforts. We must develop strong entrepreneurship-focused curricula, innovation experiences for students and young entrepreneurs, and cross-sector partnerships, and we must be agile in our teaching and research initiatives. Benefit to the State of Arkansas. A vibrant Department of IESM will better serve the economic development needs of the state of Arkansas. Our existing Management Department gained a strong state-wide and international reputation in entrepreneurship through the success of our outstanding business plan teams and subsequent startup companies under the guidance of Dr. Carol Reeves. More recently, our social entrepreneurship programs have brought together disparate organizations throughout the region and the state to address social issues using business principles. However, our success in innovation and entrepreneurship has been limited to a few areas and we have not fulfilled our potential to make a broader contribution to economic development in the state. A distinct department, composed of faculty with expertise in IE and SM, will prepare future Arkansas entrepreneurs to identify innovation opportunities and to understand increasingly fluid organizational structures and dynamic business environments. This Department would prepare the next group of entrepreneurs and small business leaders to build a stronger future for the citizens of Arkansas. Benefit to the Walton College and the University of Arkansas. A Department of IESM will be poised to more fully utilize the investments that the College and University already have made in innovation and entrepreneurship, including the Office of Entrepreneurship and Innovation, the Brewer Family Entrepreneurship Hub, and the McMillion Design Studio. Greater IE expertise will provide much-needed faculty depth in these areas—particularly in staffing our MBA entrepreneurship classes which currently rely heavily on the expertise of one faculty member and therefore are not scalable. The inherently interdisciplinary nature of the Department of IESM will enable it to effectively partner with other departments in the College and across campus. The Department will be well positioned to act as a bridge to connect technical expertise in other colleges with business knowledge in the Walton College. These efforts will support the growth of interdisciplinary programs and research as well as commercialization efforts on campus. Establishing the Department of IESM is consistent with the emphasis on innovation and entrepreneurship in the Walton College strategic plan while also supporting the Chancellor’s priority of Building an Innovative and Collaborative Campus. Benefit to IESM Students, Faculty and Programs. The current Management major is general by design and does not enable students to gain deep knowledge in any of the management areas; in addition, efforts to revise curricular concentration tracks are complicated by the competing goals mentioned earlier. Given that IE faculty and SM faculty share a common interest in innovation and competitive advantage, a distinctive department will provide an agile platform for the interdisciplinary, cross-sector approach that is necessary to innovative program offerings. Students and faculty can engage with the local startup ecosystem, providing unique practice-based learning and research experiences. This inimitable environment provides the foundation for growing the national reputation of the IESM Department. Building a strong program in these areas will enable us to transform the lives of many more students (undergraduate and graduate) and will provide a more focused field for faculty collaboration and research. Benefit to OB/HRM Students, Faculty and Programs. Given the divergent goals mentioned earlier, the current unified structure is not conducive to building strong programs in either IESM or OB/HRM; the proposed separation would allow for more focused goal pursuits in each. The current OB/HRM faculty are world class scholars with great capacity for high impact academic research. Creation of a distinct department allows these faculty to build their research visibility without the distraction of developing and managing fast changing interdisciplinary and practice-based curricula and programs. Separation allows for creation of richer OB and HRM focused programs of study, strengthening what currently are relatively limited concentrations in HR (two classes) and Leadership (two classes). A stand-alone OB/HRM Department would have the opportunity to craft a more robust major that would bring greater value to students and greater alignment between faculty and student interests at the undergraduate and doctoral levels. Building a strong program in these areas will enable us to transform the lives of many more students (undergraduate and graduate) and will provide a more focused field for faculty collaboration and research. The existing Department of Management has made important contributions to the Walton College and our campus through a strong tradition of faculty research and by educating students for careers in various areas of Management. However, the interests of students and needs of the business community are changing, and it is increasingly challenging for the existing Department to adapt to these changes. Each department would be composed of a critical mass of outstanding faculty, each department would retain necessary resources, and each would be supported by the other and by the Dean’s Office in its efforts to reach its goals and potential. 
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